Information storage and retrieval systems

Including recall, precision, relevance

Class here search and retrieval in information storage and retrieval systems; front-end systems; comprehensive works on online catalogs integrated with information storage and retrieval systems, on automated storage, search, retrieval of information, on information filtering systems; interdisciplinary works on databases, on query languages

Class interdisciplinary works on information filtering systems in 005.56. Class aspects of information storage for specific types of retrieval systems with the aspect for the type of system, e.g., mark-up languages for web retrieval systems 006.74, record formats for bibliographic retrieval systems 025.316

For computer science aspects of information storage and retrieval systems, of databases, see 005.74; for computer science aspects of query languages, see 005.741; for information storage and retrieval systems, bibliographies of web sites, digital libraries devoted to specific subjects, see 025.06. For a specific kind of information storage and retrieval system, see the kind, e.g., online catalogs 025.3132

See also 658.4038011 for management use of information storage and retrieval systems

See Manual at 025.04, 025.06 vs. 005.74

Semantic web

World Wide Web structured for semantic computing

Class here linked data